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CHARACTERIZATION OF ELECTROOPTIC CRYSTALS BY
NON-COLLINEAR FREQUENCY DOUBLING
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Fachbereich Physik, Universität Osnabrück, FRG

Abstract Non-collinear frequency doubling (NCFD) is presented as a technique
for charaeterizing eleetrooptic erystals. Two methods ean be applied: 'Sponta
neous' NCFD uses Rayleigh seattered light as seeond fundamental beam thus
yielding a rather simple experimental arrangement; 'indueed' NG.FD needs a
preeise second laser beam yet allows 3-dimensional spatial resolution. The prin
ciples of the methods and some experimental results for LiNb0 3 are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Eleetrooptic materials usually exhibit a rather complex crystal strueture. Due to this fact
most of these materials ean be grown in a comparably wide eomposition range, a large vari
ety of dopants may be added. A typical member in this group of materials is LiNb03 1. 2.
Both dopants and composition inl1uence the erystal properties in a more

01'

less expressed

way. To check the crystal composition, several physical methods have been developed.
All of them use one of the erystal properties which are strongly eomposition dependent.
Easily measurable properties include thc Curie temperature 3, the birefringenee 4, 5 and
the optical absorption edge 6. A newly presented method makes use of anisotropie holo
graphie seattering 7. The method of measuring the phase-matehing temperature for opti
cal seeond harmonie generation (SHG) depends on the faet that the extraordinary index
of refraction strongly varies with both eomposition 8, 9. 10 and temperature 11, whereas
the ordinary stays rather eonstant. Using spatially resolved seeond harmonie generation
(SRSH G) 12, 13, two-dimensional topographies with a eonsiderablespatial resolution ean
be aehieved. Here we deseribe non-eollinear frequeney doub1ing (NCFD) as an additional
technique for eharaeterizing eleetrooptic erystals. Spontaneous NCFD is a simply-to-apply
room-temperature method with two-dimensional resolution, indueed NCFD for the first
time yields the possibility of nondestructive three-dimensional investigations.
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PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD
Both SHG methods -

SRSHG and NCFD

use the fact that the refractive indices and

thus the phase-matching conditions for second harmonie generation are affected by crystal
composition and dopants. Inhomogeneities in these crystal parameters show up as spatial
varations in the phase-matching conditions. For SRSHG ('collinear' frequency doubling)
the phase-matching condition i8 given by
vectors for the fundamental beams and

Ik1 1+ Ikil = Ik2 1(1) where k1 and k~ are the wave
k2 for the generated harmonie wave, respectively.

Usually noncritical phase matching is applied.

The tuning parameter used in SRSHG

is the sam pIe temperature. This results in a very high sensitivi ty for the detection of
inhomogeneities but has several obvious drawbacks, especially near phase transitions.
In contrast to that, NCFD uses two non-collinear fundamental beams which have to
obey the

vectorial

phase-matching condition

k1 +k~ = k2 (2).

So the angle enclosed by

the two fundamental beams can be used as an additional probing parameter thus drastically
reducing the necessary temperature range. Taking into account the shape of the indicatrix,
eq. 2 can be transferred to an equivalent condition for the refractive indices. For negative
uniaxial crystals like LiNb0 3 and a geometry where the fundamental beam polarizations
are perpendieular, the harmonie beam polarization parallel to the optieal axis, the equation
n e (2w) = no(w),cOSIf" (3) results where n o and n e are the ordinary and extraordinary indiees

of refraetion, respeetively, and 1f" is the angle enclosed by one of the fundamental and the
second harmonie beam inside the crystal. Furthermore the two fundamental beams are
assumed to have the same frequeney w.

SPONTANEOUS NCFD
A simple method to generate non-collinear frequeney doubled light is to shine an intense
laser be'am onto the erystal to be investigated 14, 15. Scattered light from the surfaee or
from erystal imperfections supplies the neeessary second beam, a cone of second harmonie
light results (fig. 1). That scattering is the reason for this effect, can be easily verified by

FIGURE 1: SHG-ring gen er
ated by spontaneous NCFD.
For arbitrary dil'ections an
elliptic intensity pattern re
sults. The shape of the ellipse
is caused by the refractive in
dices used, the intensity varia
tions refiect the nonlinear sus
ceptibility tensor.
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fing the intensity of the generated scattered light (e. g. by surface treatment).
Ta test the described spontaneaus NCFD for its applieability to eharaeterize erystals
applied the method on various LiNb0 3 samples. As fundamental beam· the light of
~-switehed

Nd:YAG-laser was used (1064 nm, 1 kHz,

manie light was detected -

.

~1O

kW). The generated seeond

after appropriate Jocussing

by a linear array detector

3..nged radius-like to the SHG ring. Deteetor, erystal and fundamental beam were set up
), way that the wave vectors

kI ,

k~ and

k2

were directed perpendicularly to the optical

:; of the crystal. Fundamental beam polarization was perpendieular, seeond harmonie
~m

polarization parallel to the optieal axis.
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FIGURE 2: Angular dependenee of the second-harmonic intensity from spon
taneous NCFD at room temperature, angle as measured outside the crystals.
A: LiNb0 3 with 48.25 % Li, B: LiNb0 3 with 48.4 % Li, C: central spot.

Fig. 2 shows the angular dependence of the generated second-harmonic intensity for
o different LiNb0 3 samples. Besides the central spot (C), a sharp peak for each sampie

, B) at a eertain angle lP ean be detected. This angle is charaeteristic for the composition
the respective sampie, the lithium content was 48.25

% for sampie A and 48.4 % for

mple B. From the peak widths and the peak positions for the two samples a sensitivity
about 0.003 % for composition measurements of LiNb0 3 can be estimated.
From the broadening of the NCFD peak, the homogeneity of the sampIe within the
Jlume illurninated by the fundamental beam can be characterized. An example is shown
fig. 3. The peaks for a rather homogeneaus (Ieft) and a slightly inhomogeneaus sampie
ight) are depicted in expanded angular resolution. The peak width of the inhomogeneaus
.mple corresponds tö a composition inhomogeneity of about 0.01

%.
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FIGURE 3: Expanded view of the NCFD peak for a rat her homogeneous sam pIe
(left) and a slightly inhomogeneous one (right)

INDUCED NCFD
While in spontaneous NCFD one of the fundamental beams is taken from 8cattered light, so
automatically fulfilling the phase matching condition (eq. 2), in the case of induced NCFD
each of the fundamental beams i8 controlled independently. This can be achieved in an
experimental setup as sketched in figA.

A

s

L

B

Nd:Y AG-Laser

FIGURE 4: Experimental arrangement for measuring induced NCFD. P: polar
izer, >-'/2: half-wave plate, B: beam splitter, L: lens, 5: temperature controlled
sampie holder, moveable in 3 ditections, A: aperture for blocking the funda
mental beams.
With the minor drawback that the angle between the fundamental beams and/or the
sampie temperature has to be adjusted for phase matching, induced NCFD has the obvi
ous advantage that the interaction volume within the sampie is limited in all three spatial
dimensions. So for the first time a three-dimensional sam pIe characterization is possible.
To demonstrate the possibility of spatial resolution in beam direction, we carried out pre
liminary measurements on a model crystal. The 'crystal' was formed taking two LiNb0 3
sam pIes of different composition, thus a step-like spatial inhomogeneity was achieved. This
model crystal was moved in beam direction, for several positions the temperature depen
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FIGURE 5: Temperature dependence of the second harmonie intensity for a
model crystal. From a) to d) the sampie was moved 5 mm each.

dence of the second-harmonic intensity was measured. Typical results are shown in fig. 5,
the compositional crossover can be clearly detected.

CONCLUSION
Non-collinear frequency doubling has been shown to be an interesting tool for characteriz
ing electrooptic crystals. In the case of LiNb0 3 , with 'spontaneous' NCFD a sensitivity of
about 0.003

% for composition checks can be achieve,d. This is comparable to the conven

tional method of measuring the phase-matching temperature 16. 'Induced' NCFD öffers
for the first time the possibility of three-dimensional crystal characterization with a
nondestructive -

optical technique.
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